NCTTA Champ Committee Online Meeting Minutes
July 23rd , 2006 via Gotomeeting.com software
Meeting was called to order at 9:30pm EST by President Willy Leparulo
Other board members present: David Del Vecchio (Treasurer); Liang Liu (PR);
Wassim Chao (Recruitment); Joseph Wells (VP);
Ohio State: Francois Charvet, Doug Hurak,
Absent: Seemant Teotia (Ratings); Mike McFarland (divisionrep) Michael Yao (OSU)
1) We will meet once every 3 weeks but communicate at every turn
2) 55/45 Deal was orally agreed upon with the premise that the Hogshead sponsorship
and Newgy Sponsorship is not considered in the 55/45 deal. We (NCTTA) agreed.
-Questions arose from the problem of NCTTA finding a title and OSU finding one, who
gets the title. We agreed that we will have open communication so that this does NOT
occur. Both sides wants to avoid this kind of negative situation.
-The search for sponsorship is based upon OSU's sponsorship proposal, so an RFP is
based upon those that we have from them
-Talked about equipment sponsorship that they need, we (NCTTA) agreed they keep all
the equipment as NCTTA is not in the equipment business.
3) Souvenir Program-contingent upon getting sponsor money to pay for the program,
but NCTTA is part of this
-If no sponsors could consider selling ads (I tell you they are charging too much, 300 for
a 1/2 page!)
4) T-shirts-Newgy will provide their own, but OSU if had money wanted to create their
own speciality T-shirt as well and if could not would ask Newgy and pay to put a title
logo on shirt.
5) Hotel/Banquet
-Francois is moving forward with the hotel and suggesting a number of rooms that will be
reserved.
-plate 19 dollars a person; 1000 dollar deposit includes both rooms and banquet facility
-we looked at other places, but the transportation cost of shipping ppl back and forth was
too much to deal with in the end
6) Operations
-NCTTA is conducting feasibility study for disabled college athletes, to see if we host it
again. OSU has capabilities to host it.
-OSU looking to see if tables are wheelchair accesible
-OSU wants to do a more of a TWU kind of championships but only do march in once,
wants an announcer and production crew as well: (mike meier will be contacted)
-Photographer: looking for a local CHEAP volunteer in the area to do it
-Accreditation: looking to do this as well
MEETING ADJOURNED 10:56pm

